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1. In. accordance with request contained in
transmitted herewith is detailed data on Micheal
training anu work with the Abwehrstelle andlh

•2. The above report does not contain info

reference
KOP.ZAN's.

•

Mir	 . •

,	 ..) A	 I
tion regardings

A. Micheal KORZAN's life from birth until entry into
the OUR.

B. Micheal KORZAW's activity since his arrival
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1. Otbject l a work with the Oman Counteriatellignaes service was

postern:A with Abweirestelle III, KRASSS. Prior to making my statesiet

regarding his Abeshretelle mervioe, Subject wished to give the fallowing

reasons. for breaking the vow of secrecy that he signed Uhen he erigina11y

went te work for Oman intelligence. lbw ere se follows:

a. The Osman Sovernment to vide& he gave kis !am of secrecy

no longer exists.
b. In 191:7,i: -";:ed to Sebject detain the

posseasion of U.S. Iiielligence invbich oniPreis TARBAL describes
in detailed fashion these:it'd:Joh uastdsne by the Subject fir Serena

intelligence.
e. Subject is convinced that .the disclosure of the following

information meld not has say detrimental effect on any of thew.

sennel with wham be was associated during his intelligence work.
Subject feels that the above three points free bistros hissers].

obligation to keep his asseciatlonwith the Oman intelligence service

secret. Subject feels that the Morieens to wham be is giving the hie..
.griphical informative ulllimpt:desa it neosseary to investigate and/or
prosecute the friendo Shout wham he is giving infuse:den and who have

kept secret their connection, with the Abwebretelle. Many at have
emigrated to the U.S.

2. On or about the first half of lovsaber 1939. Subject went from
IMMO to KU, where at IS or 21: Wens =tea ha net polons1 Roman

who wasat that time a somber of the Provid MN. The nesting with
6i4tyInforn14ti
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3BUSIO use arrimpdby hie friendWalter andter of

the UPtiWnftd. Calomel Renee SWAM was not known personally to Sebject

prior to this neeting. Bubject knew only that hi aim &ember at the OBB.

Provid and operating for ihe CON in Osmeany. Before Subjeet net SONSIO,

latter often sent bin,inetructions via couriers travelling fun Oernapy to

the Western Ukraine. This was daring the years 1935 to 1937. SBUSIO often

sent instructions to Subject throm0:14mdtekltERINSEA, the seed to else to

Western Ukraise through CsechoolevakLa. Through here:object also sort

report', describing the activities of the MN inilastern Ukraine, to Bane&

SST= in Oersany. (Until 1939, Subject's acqesintencemith Romeo SEIM

was agy Weigh theabore association. During theirmeting in 1939,

Boman =USW revelled that be bed excellent COIRDOWANIII with the Genus .

General Staff amd wished to organise &Ukrainian motion of the arms

Counterinjelligence sorviee. BO was istereeted in bringing into this sea.

tion the beet available personnel from the organisation oun. Is wanted the

best trained, the meet trusted and those with the strongest Character. Be

wanted these people to gets imperil:nee working forth" German CB service in

order that they night work in the CB service of the Ukraine in the event it

became independeat. Colonel SUMO, who keen that tip /abject was acme.

nada °Maisel, is the ouNocUrti) int TO work for the Games& CB. Stbject

agreed. When subject period with Colonel SRO, he was told that he meld

be contacted by& number of the CU) uhe would give bin blither details shoat

his new work. On or 'boat the gad of November 1939, Eng. Segsa7011E204,

Bag. TaroslseirWIT and1Wbjeot l e close friend LeboXylftdDITlisited

Subject find gave bin detailed information about his foture work with the

lbwohretelle. BWg.111ECBDEA told subject that be would be given identity

document', a gm end a permit to carry it. subject's job woo outlined as
.171n71/1 inform 841‘.;:i

follows:

_ _	 _

1
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a. The organisation of a network of personnel on the border ran,

ing from/1E0SW through EOM to PSRENTSIL for the purpose of

gathering inforeation on the persoms 'Ito crossed this border illegally.

b. Subject's job was to determine either permoinily or through

kis inferiors whether the illegal mews wore ordirmryrefhpes or

Soviet agents.

el. Using theme escapees, some *tubas would Indelible agents,

he wee supposed to ran a not into the Soviet Union for the purpose .

of getting the following infornation.

1) Determine the towns in which the border guard detach..

Bests of 	 NIFD were stationed.

2) Determine bowsaw:yammers in each detachment.

3) Detonable the noses of the officers ARI nonmcommissiceed

officers intim* detachments.

4) Determine which of these officers were concerned with

dispatch of Soviet agents into Semasry.

5) Deans's" mhich crossing points ware need by the Soviets

to send their agents across the border.

6) Determine whioh of the border residents were vesting as

agents for the MD.

7) Determine the tows in "hick the command poet of these

border detachments was located.

8) What cover stories were being used by the Soviet agents.

9) How such money was Paid the Soviet agents who crossed

the border.

10) The missions of the Soviet agents.

il) When the Soviet agents net on the Oernan side of the
border.	 Infcrmeion

SECRET

■•■■•.,

•
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Subject leinnadiate . 51n oe rsosived his documents was to Wily*

liaison with the Darman commander in the area of his work. He was to present

himself to the local demean Army Comanders and explain that he was connected

sdAisthe Abwehrstelle, "how his supporting documents and work in conjunction

"ith the Army commander" ea the above labs. The local Comaanderlawas

obligated to give Subject all 'Ube regoested but Subject was not airtherised

to transmit any of his reports to the Omen COmmender. WRICSOIR, in addi.

tion, told Subject that the appropriate Am cionseders would be notified

that be was to work in their area. The above were all the instructioas .

giveolabject when he firstl y's* to work forth, Abwebretelle.

3. =WM told Subject that he, as an ol*masber of OW, would

know what details to organise to carry out the work. WRECBORA left Subject

his address in KUM, which to the best of Subject'. reeellectionwas

27 Bahnhestrasse. WRECSORA told Mn that he could always go there to talk

over any problems that night arise. Re also gave Subject a Postal Box

member to obi* he was to send his reports. All of Subject's reports in

sealed envelopes were to be given to the Postmaster in.RADDIND for trans-

mittal to KRUM Further, WRECHONA instructed Subject on the method to be

used in writing his reports. All of. Subject's reports went to ICRAEOWomder

the identity number R,a. Reports were to be written in the following fora,

a. ' What Subject personalli: saw or heard.

b. What subject's infonsers bad his they personally pas or

hoard.

c. , What Subject's informers learned from their sources.

d. Evaluation of the source.

e. At the end of each report Subject was to put down his

opinions and his plans for further investigation.
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Subeequent to giving =eject the above tastes,WEEMS& and RUDE/

left for KRAKOW and Subject began organising his network. Subject considered

this job as sag mime, just priorto this tins, he hada job as city in-

spector under the Mayor of RADIUM, =Loh gave his freedom of movement to

do his Organising. Subject was personally =quieted. with the Mayors of

the border towns who often came to RADIMM in connection with their Mani.

=retire work.

Subject began his work by going to each of the bardertomns in his as-

signed area for discussions with priests, teachers =dingoes to determine

which individuals in their localities were communists or had connections,

flail7 or otherwise, with the Russian sone, and which individualise=

strong Ukrainian nationalists. Subject compiled this information in order

to determine eh= be could approach to recruit as his infonmers. Subject

personally met and talked to all of the lipal,v prospects in order to formu-

late his own opinions about them. This prgaraiary lock took about two

weeks. Two weeks after his talk withliRSCSONA, Subject received his docu-

ments. These documents stated that the bearer of the documeat was in the

service of the Germ= ang, that the military police and all civilians were

ordered to aid the bearer in carrying out his duties and that the bearer

had the authority to carry a weapon. On the other side of the document there

wen a photograph of the Subject and the pseudonym ItichaeltUGAMICL. Upon

receipt of this docuaent, Subject presented himself to the Damenders of

the Aug units in TARDSLAV, RADIMMO and PER/MISL and Also to the Cammisaioner

of the German border guards. . Subject told these persons that he worked in

the Abwohretelle in KRAKOW and requested their help in his work. They gave

their promise of help. Subsequently, Subject travelled to the towns on

tip border area and gave instructions to his recruits. Those recruits
SiT;zui?!4.-y
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wham Subject remembers are o ategorised as follows (1) Have rosained in Ike

haaeland and would be willing to participate in the anti-Dolakerik cause;

(2) Seesined in the hcaeland and would possibly help the anii-Dolahovik

came). Salivated to Coned& or the U.S.

I.	 Tom

-arIDtc SIXILOSHIV (1)
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h. Attar Subject recruited his infonsere, got their photographs and

addresses, he reported to Rag.t lIBECHOU WEIN, maitre he iest IDISCHMitls

superior, TASNIC. -4.ARDOKkaibli falser Austrian' ofiicer alio was at this

tine an officer in the Denman say. TARBOX was an older cultured, intelligent

Ran with a jovial pervonality. lie made a very good impression on the Sub-

ject. Subject was immediately acoapted by TANK as a close ficlead sod

they addressed each other with the familiar Canaan du farm. TARBOX was

Thy well satisfied with Subject". initial report. During this meeting,

TAB= took Subject'. oath of secrecy which bound his to maintain secrecy

even after he stopped =Acing for the GIS. On the evening of this ear

day, TABBIE invited Subject WDSCBDIA and Iaroslav MAIO to his hate for a

social gathering. During the evening, TAR= repeated to Subject the as-

aigraent already given bin by laREOHONA. He also told Subject that he

would get fell cooperation in RAMO free the Comieskoner of the Border

ighlu Vr	 ASSA, a goPto,d 	 fr" Vialwaa• Vial= wa.„	 )	 onlawair-	 ?.,arcri
TAIONAi l s hone tam, lie atsomelatedthatIOUSAIABDA had telephone him

ea*:
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MOM) . after Subject's M si that Subject had made a good in.

pression. HAIMVARDA promised !ARM that all the people sho were arrested

at the border would be tuned over to &abject Before being termed over to

the Gestapo. As • result of the intonation gained from prisoners melt

at the border and interrogated by Subject, as well as inforastlon received

by Subject fres his inferiors, Subject vapidly beans orientated on the

umituation in the Soviet acne. In four months Subject Irmo whore the Soviets

border detachments were, how sow eoldiers and officers were in the semand

headquarters of these detachoonte and many names of the officers as well

as of the intelligence officers. It was also possible ibr Subject to find

• out the border crossing points used by Russian agents..

5. In the first months of 1914 a man nosed StephaWVAK crossed

the.0ernasmitesid.an border. Stephen REVAK was a brother of VasYINSIVAK, who

together with Subject had boon a amber of OM Previd in 1939 when both were

arrested mad sentenced to twelve years in prison. Stephen REVAIIvos happy

to nest Subject and asked if Subject knew 'rhombi. brother Vasyl yap.

Subject gave Stephen REVAK his brother's address in KRAKOW. Stsphat.

related that the Soviets arrested kbn and that, after three weeks in j6,1,

they set kin free, whereupon he *soaped to the Osseans. Subject suspected

that Stephen WAX wam sent by the Russians and held hba up in RADIEND to

interrogate his about his Russian oomnoctdons. Diring this interrogation,

Stephen RIVAL aduited that he had been 'recruited by the Russians and that

he was supposed to go to KRAKOW to paootrate the 00 there. Stephen WAR

said that he had been recruited by a Sovist(Major)nasaiLUOI07, thi Con.

nand& of the Rassian border guard in PEREHISL. He revealed whore the

command Headquarters of the border guard detachments was located, gave the

nate* of Soviet officers sigiiMpotkohireletiehe had crossed the border. He

sdplained the orders he had been gin regarding his mission in KRAKOW.
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The.. ware as followst

a. Detendimi what position WA brother Veal UM had in the OUR.

b. Detwnelaktamther or not he himself could become a sicaber of

ow in IRAKOW.

c. In twommuths, he was to return to issimrsL sad report cm

his finding,.

Lathe event that the Soviet border guard arrested him, hems wpm:iced to

tell them to tike him to(liajoiOPETE)V in MINIM. asphalt/MAK said that

he had no desire to work for the amemians but that he had swami to work

for thee ealybeceueshe lase that it was the only war iskuhich he could be

freed from jail. Be had intentions of telling histrother and the umbers

of OOR about his recruitment by the Soviets. Subject, keadag that Yawl

UTAK and his brother Stephen Weiser. nationalists, had no reason to dim.

believe hie. Subject was satisfied to get so much interaction from him mad

rode with Stephan REVAK to KRAKOW where he turned him over to Immo* and

Vail REVAK. VRECEORA, man and TARBOK decided tousle Stephen REVAK a

double agent. They drew up !Mee reports about OUT in UAW sod approached

Stephen REVAK with the proposition that he take these false reports to the

Soviets is PNECRISL. Stephen REVAK refused to follow *sough on the plan,

wherepoaRREORDIA changed his plan. WIEOEDIA soot Stephen REVAK to the

hospits1 is KRAKOW, where the Ukralaisa doctors Salsa, diagmosed Stephen

REVAI as a tuberculosis patient and committed him to the KRAKCIW tuberculin

hospital. This hospital cover for Stephen REVAK was concocted because

MORON* knew that the Soviets could •asily check on REVAK s e whereibcuts.

6. WBEOBORA and TARBOX then contacted an old, trasted delegate of •

OUT from Trcorev, who volunteered to go to numm and report to )(ajar

HAMM in Stephen REFUND place with the cover story th4 REVAK could not

come because he was hosAiSiai builAiii 2ikurn to mann when he was
C

- ,1	 . sr , r- !
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wale well. This volunteer was supposed to give to the legalese the reports

that were worked up by 11/0“:8DEA and TARBOX. ELAM brought the volunteer

to RADIIMO, where the Subject, in coordination with the Oman border

guards, gent the volunteer to PERIXESL. This volunteer's paeydown was Inn.

MAW did not return to ROUND for two months and Subject feared that the

Soviets had broken bin. In the swath of April 15410 BIAll retuned to MINED

from Perywyel. He related a story about the terrible ordeals he had sot-

fired while held in the Russian prime. Major iiMONOV, the Ito:ye eat, did

not believe that be was gant by Stephen REVAK but instead suspected hie of

being a Osman agent. He gave the 'hessian' his real woe and place of 	 •

birth and said that be had *weed in the Polish Arry and had fallen prisoner

to the Oeraiwo. The Russians were able to check his story since his place

of birth was on the RU1811111 gide of the border and they found it to be

true. The reports that he carried to the Russians looked authentic, be -

mute they ware written in Stephen RETAI's own hand. Through their agents,

the Reggiano checked on the hospital story and found it to be true and

also found out that MU and S. REVAK had been kaolin to each other before

the war. Thee* thing, yore all in favor of DUB. However, the Russians

remained doubtful because they could not understand why IMAM had volun-

tarily agreed to work for then. The IUD spent two months trying to break

MAU, without success. Pinally he was brought before snook court and

sentenced to death together with another man. One night uldle these nen

awaited their executioa, Major MOM awe into the jail and ordered

then both to tern their faces to the wall. When they did, EAHAROV Is see

shot IIIANN's cellists who fan dead. MANN rood nod silent throughout

the action, spattered with his jail nate l e blood. HAMM ordered his

Security rntOft
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aea to reload. Mem 1MAKI coatimeed to randa silent and calm NANO'S, tummy

seamed to accept the fact that he was not a Osamu agent. Subsequent to

this incident, Me was given plash trealnent and powered by MOM to

return to Seamy. He vas given the !eliminates/Mt

a. Learn the whereabouts of &Hr. l: who lived in the environs

. of RADDIRD (Subject does not reermber the mans e mw.).

b. To detendes what happened to the people Who formerly

lived at 10 SenkevitOb Olitsa in RADIIIND'aid the identity of the

people currently living there.
c, Atter loarniag a. midi). hems to go to KRAKOW and tail

Stephen REVAK to return to 11111/HISL as soon as he was well.

el. MAIN was not to tell REVAK that he was recruited by the

Roadies..
I. Rotors to PISINTSL in one month to report on his activity.

Subject did not want to LAMA'S rotors to KRAKOW alone, so he phoned
MOM& who sent yareelav 11:20 1to guide TwAlll to KRAKOW. Subject began
to check up on IIK IRANI to amertein the truth of his story. Subject

looked up the Hr. I mentioned in a. above. Ht. 4a worth; lived near RADDIRD
and did not karst bow to road or write. However, dam the Aussianawere

interested in bin, nebject summated that he was &Russian agent. Subject's
informer, I,hUQl, ascertained that Mr. I vu a Russian age:Armco* job
was to tike people from the Russian to the Osman side of the border by
boat. DIMON further ascertained that the worker (1r. I) MS attached to
the Russian intelligence branch in the town of VISOTSKO. Aeonth and a
half earlier, the Russians had sent Mr. I to NADIRS° to determine who
lived at 10 Sinkovitoh Mite*. Mr. I hadi,told DINGS that he did not want

to work with the Russians any &AWL:

Ls.
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.	 7. During this time (March, 1940), the Gestapo was arresting all Minh

officers and sending them to concentration camps. Among those arrestad was

an Edward SIVAROHINSKT, who lived on the border in RADIUM). When Subject

determined who lived at 10 SINDEVITCH, he deciled that the so* of the people

who lived there was this Polish officer, Edward-SUARCHINSKT, who had been

arrested a few months before and had been seat to a German concentration

camp. Subject decided the foilowingt

a) idwarOSIMARDRINSKI must be a Russiaa agent.

b) He had been crossing to the Russian sane with reports until

his arrest and now the Russians wanted to trace him.

Subjedt gave the above conclusions to Major TARBOX, Who agreed. Subject then

requested that Edward MARCH:126r/ be freed fram the concentration camp and

reed to BADDING, where Subject planned to eurveille him to determine

definitely if he had contact with the Russians. After two weeks, MANNISH!

was released along iith two other Polish officers to cast off suspicion.

Altar MARCH:WHY had been in RADIMNO for three days, Subject got a report

an hie from the German Border guards who were surveilling his. They claimed

that, at 11 o'clock at night on the roof of SKWARCHINSKT's-home, there:had

been a red light. This was considered a signal to the &Iasi= zone. After

the light, the report went em, three green rockets were fired from the

Russian s'ne. Subject decided that the red light denoted SKWARCHIRSKT had

returaed to his home and that the three gram lights meant that the signal

ka an SKWARCR1MSKY's home had been noted. Subject had SWARM:NM surveilled

day and night and, on the third day after the above-mentioned signals, MAR-

CHINSKT went to the Russian zone. He returned to RADIMNO an the German side

in three days, thus lending authenticity to Subject's story thatSEWARCRINSK/

was a Soviet agent. Further aurieixiana-e -SKWERCHINSKI disclosed that he

310 K
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had 16 persona working for his net liRADIiiNO. These were former buyers,

engiseers, 'workers and restaurant owners. Most of these worked as ordinary

laborers at the 'ernes military installations in RADIMNO. SIMARCIMISNI had

no job but had a lot of nosey. He sport most of his time is a restaurant

carrying aa lengthy discussions with German soldiers. Subject further learned

that SIDIARCNIISIETuas meeting with the Gezira border guard camaand.jir,

elee .1;e Rene nalincink evitiea	 aciIn,U elnkis

bought whiskey for then to take hose and paid for their drinks. Subject

immediately decided that SAMARCEINSKT bad recruited SHKIDT and his deputy

into the Soviet letelligemoe net. Subject passed a report as this to both

Major TARBUK and MBOMOU. Inter, Subject determined that sumummena was

crowing the border with SHMIDT's assistance.

S. The Abwebretelle, on the basis of Subject's marts, determined

that SIDILDT had been a mother of the Commnist Party in Austria sad, when

Austria was annexed to Germany is 1938, UMW joined the MSDIP (National

Soaialist German Worker's Party) and was a rabid Nazi. His dspor cane freak

the Sudetealasd sad Ind communistic leasing,. He bad belonged to the Czech

Cosomsist Party. Subject had difficulty-is sur ivielling bath of these men and

requested the Ahmahmaillibmis asaLetaaoe of Cormaissioaer MANAMA, who sent a

men to conduct the surveillance. The Abwebratelle ii KRUM decided sot is .

liquidate the net at this time but rather to ustchitulosely. While Subject

was workbag on the above case, he was able to compromise several other.Soviet

agents. Some of them were agents because of their comtualstic beliefs, others

because of pressure applied by the Russian!. One of these Soviet agents was

sated Stephea'StANIZOL Ukrainian national who lived in the 6oviet sane and bad

his family in the German zone. Be was caught by Us Soviets while trying to

moos the border to jam his family and was sentenced to ten years in Siberia.
Security

While waiting to go to Siberia,	 41lomT4.ted-by the NAM to work for them



in the German zone as the following missies:

a) Gather information as the strength of the German Army la the

area of RADIMRO.

b) Recruit a member of his family in the town of SO8NICHL to collect

information an the border crosser* arrested bythe Germans,

their disposition and the asses of border crossers sent to the

Soviet sone by the Germans.

Stephen VI8N78 said that the aely reason he had became a Russian agent was to

forestall a trip to Silmtria. Subject seat VUNIZ to KRAKOW and, after two

weeks, VISRIZ returned with !Ironies, HLADKO. HLADO said they had succeeded

in asking VIBES a double and that he =muss a German . agent whose job would

be to carry false information to the Russians and to retura with tree facts *

for the German intelligence service. The facts that the G38 hoped to get

from VIEWEL were considered very valuable because they would indicate to the

GiS what material was needed by the B38. Subject also hoped to use VIERS

to get the manes of Soviet agents, *heir border crossing points and thAir

cover stories. Briefly, it was Subject's detention to learn the tactics

used by the Soviets.

9. Stephen. 71ENTZ use given the psesdomys l'OTTOIC Subject now had two

double agents crossing his section of the borders OTTO stud IMAM. Soon Subject

was able to uncover another Boviet agent. This was a young farmer from the

• tows of Hr18 VILIK3 on the Russian side of the border. His name was Ivan

PP6oms, PODOLYAK was ordered by the RIS to go to the tows of MEM= and

there to find an informer who would give him data about the German Inctory

Polio., which had the job of guarding the famtories, military installations •

and ammuaition dumps,. Subject had a short discussion with Ivan PODOLYAK and

rapidly deduced that he waskamimm agent. Subject had learned from MANN

-	 :
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and OTTO that Russian agents received Poll& money in silver coins. The old

Polish paper czoromuy was useless since Poland was ocespied by the Germans
she haiissusd German occupation curreacy. Therefore, Subject knew that anyone
who crossed the border with Polish silver 'colas should be suspected of being
a Russian ggent. PODOLTAK had 150 Polish silver pieces with him whoz.he
crossed the border. Subject also learned that PODOLYAK crossed the border
at a point through which the Russians normally eent their meats. All this
knowledge aided Subject is breaking PODOL/AK rapidly. PODCLYAK admitted being
a Russian agent and wrote a long document on what he knew about the Russian
aide, including name. of Soviet officers that he knew. This information
tallied with information that Subject already bad ia his possession. Subject
decided that PODOLIAK was a good candidate for a double meat. Major MAR .
and /arcs*, SADO came to RADIKSO from MEOW and recruited MUM as a
double agent, go clarify the identity of Major KORAN Subject stated that cm

-
or about June 1940, aiiejoriPranifICCEAS came to MOW for the purpoSe of
working with the Mcraimies section of the Abwehr network. Subject had often
net him la RADIMNO dressed in civilian clotheag PODOLIAK was giro' the
pseudogym 'ALSO. His mission was to give the Russians false data about the

Germs* Pestory Police. The faleified information was worked up by the German
Geaeral Staff, After PODCLIAK we doubled, Subject ankeibisjar UM not to
recruit any more doubles on his sector of the border, stews he wasnaot able to

handle anymore. Subject said that each double agent, as soon as he arrived
in the German zone, we not permitted to remain alone as long as he was there.
He had to be in the company of Subject's informers at all times and was not
allowed to talk to anyMe. Tripe that these double agents were requised to make
by their Russia case officers had to be made in the company of Subject's

informers. To the beat of iubject's knowledge, these three double agents
(OTTO, /MANN and ALSO) saA---e SPRIVAite3sT,ten trips each into the Russian zone.

4
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00. la June 1941, when the war with the Russia= WM. the Halms

occurdeciPTERNISL and were sudoesaful in coafisosting all the files that Imre

eontalAed in the offices of Major NAMONOV, the chief Russian case officer in

.the aria. Among these reports,thely found informatics =Subject's doubled

AZmmts. Subject found proof that his doubled agents bad been faithful to him

and had given the Hassle's no more than they ware told to give. This was quite

a boost to Subject's prestige, since the particular agents had bees doubled on

his reoomneadation. On or about October 1939, there was a =a named pmpeph 
,

-tiLLIHAL_Ro who-joiled the net being run by Idesrd saRcHnisrx. SCHALAJ was a

Pole from RADD,310, about 55 years old who, during the firet4oriA ear,. served

in the Austrian Army sad was taken prisoner by the Russians. Outing the

%toter Revolutioa is 1917, he joined theta& and fought with them against

the Tsarist 'troops. When the Cosendats took over the Russia* Government, be

went to the school of the OGPU and was subsequently married is Russia. In 1921,

he cane to RADIKRO. When SCHALAJ left Russia for RADIUM°, he was told to wait

there %nail contacted. The Russians told his that he =Old be contacted la 1,

, 2 or 20 years. He was ordered *It to Join the Communist Party or any nationalist

party. He was allowed to join a socialist pert. When he arrived In RAMBO,

he became a tinsmith. When Subject became concerned with SCBALAJ, the latter

had two grow daughters. When the Germans came to BAUM°, SCHALAJ bought a

restaurant. All local citizens regarded him as a good, honest citizen.

U. In 1940, the Germans and Russians nade an agreement about the

exchange of civilians. On the basis of this agreement, the Germans on the

RU98111 side were supposed to be sent to Germany, if they wished to go, and the

Russia's, if they so desired, could go to Russia. Both governmente sent

Repatriation Commiesions to make preparations for the move. The Head of the
Slecra!...7,-. 7Soviet Repatriation Commission in th4Aerritery of YAROSLOA, RADIHNO and PERM=

''LAL •id"
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on the German side, was Major MAMMA. Subject and his informer's soon deter-

mined that MUM! was the same man who was head at the &miss intelligence

in mum on the Russian side of the border. HAMDNOV drove into the German

none with his commission every morning and returned to the Russian side every

evening. He occasionally slept in the building where the Soviet Repatriation

Commission did its work. Subject informed BRAM Abwhhrstelle Headquarters

of these facts. Prom this time an, maximum under surveillance. At the

end of October ar,November 1940, Major HAMM with his commissios personnel

paid a visit to the: mayor of RADIHRO, who was namedSIERECIOnt -HAMM =I

asked CHBRECIISKY to give him a car to take him to =OSLO', since his car had $

broken dove. CHEMISE' sent for a car while HAMONCV went to supper: In the

noontime, .CHERKOHSEI told. Subject, MirdeRICHAILIir_and iva:Vekrlmie to watch

mom NICHULIV and YAMAHA were Gestapo recruits and their job Was to

keep close watch Over the work of the Soviet Repatriation Commissiom. Subject,

MICHA1LIV and VARMAHL followed MAHONOV and noticed that he vent to the rest-

aurant owned by Joseph SCHALAJ. After supper, MAMONOV mat into a back roan

of the restaurant with SCHAIAJ and remained there for twenty minutes. Subject

assumed that MAMMY was either trying to recruit SCHALAJ or was eliciting

information from him. • About midnight, a car arrived and HAMMY/ left for

IAR03IAV. Subject thin ordered his informers to conduct a surveillance on

SCHALLT. Subject soon learned that SCHALLY was meeting MAMONOV periodically.

A few days after the restaurant meeting with HAMM', SCHALAJ went to the

Russia./ zone and returned in two days. SCHALAJ told Subject that his trip

to the GOMA zone was for the purpose of purchasing beer. Subiequent

eueveillsece of SCHALAJ after his trip to the Russian zone disclosed that Edward

SKWARCHINSU, who EU also under§eurveillzutoe, was now spending time in SCHALAJ's

restaurant. Subject noted that ISeet intelligent of the suspicious persons

Lb-Lo k
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SIMAHCHIHM. Subject amused that 31BiARCHINSrf vas the resident officer.

Subject inmost that both SCHALAJ and SWARM:INKY made trips (or were pleasing to

go) to the Roseau' lose, but did not know what their missions were. In order

to find this out, Subject began visiting vith Joseph SCHALAJ. At first, SCHALAJ

, gave Subject to hints about his *wk. However, when rapport was established,

he began to ,ask: Subject the following questions

a) Whoever. the Germans arresting at the border?

b) What were the phone numbers of Commissioner of the Border Police

HANVARDO

4) How maw German border guards were there on the border and how

often did they change border guards?

Subject felt that' ll' addition to eliciting information, SCHALAJ vas trying to

recruit him. SCHALAJ knew that,on occAsioa, Subject was an interpreter for

NAHUM and that persons who were arrested at the border vere sent to a prison

over which Subject had some control. To cover his interest in border matters,

SCHALAJ said that he occasionally snuggled goods across the border. Subject

immediately called KRAKOW end asked Major =BAB to come to RADIHNO. After

a few hours, KalAB came to RADIMNO. Commissioner HAHVAHDA, KOMAR and Subiect

held a conference to determine what infmiatimmSubject would be permitted to

give la answer to SCHALAJ's questions. It vas decided that Subject could tell

SCHALAJ the times when the guard changed at the border sinoe they decided that

it was during these periods that SCHALAJ and SKWARCHINSKI would attempt to

cress the border. After a few days, Subject met SCHALAJ and told him that

the border guard changed at 2200 hours at the point between RADIHNO and

OSTRIW and that frcm 2200 until 2230 hours this particular border point was
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ugnarded. Actually, the border guard at this point Mad been doubled in

size during the hours concerned. The additioaal guards were dressed in

white and hid in the snow. The additional guards were Instructed not to

arrest anyone crooning, merely to write down their descriptions. After

a few days, the border gar= reported that Joseph SCHALAJ, wham they

knee= a restaurant owner, had crossed to tte Russian 23110. On e of the

border guards, who was an the shore of the river SAN close to the Russian

guard post, heard SCHALAJ answer that he was going to meet Captain IVANOV

when he was challenged by guards at the Russian border point.

12. After several spathe of close surveillance of =Ma: and

SHWARCHINSIX by Subject and his inforlers, the FARM Absehretelle

headquarters decided to liquidate the network. On ct about December

1940, they arrested about twenty-five people who hid been uncovered by

Sunset and his informers. During the arrests, the following compromising

materials were =covered:

a) Plans of the layout of a/U*1.y installations in the

area of RADDINO, TAR(SLUI and PHRSKSIL,

b) list of German officers stationed in the above areas.

c) Troop atrength of the Germ= units in the above areas.

d) Other iximpromisim data, political, economic, etc.

Securfty !cforanoR
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(AU of the arrested persons were taken to a prison in TARNOV and later

transferred to KRAKCV. Almost all of them confessed that they were Russian

agents. The German )tilitary 'Court in KRAKad sentenced them in 19h2 to long

prison terms.

Subject had previously had an agreement with Major KORAB that Subject

would not remain in the area of RADIMNO after the arrests, since the local

population knew that Subject had had contact with the arrested persona.

Subject suggested that he be arrested along with the rest and sent to the

same prison as they ware. His suggestion was accepted. -Subject WAS arrested

in a conspicuous manner and AAA sent to TARNOV. From TARNOV, Major KORAB

took Subject to ICRAKOW„ % In KRAKOit Subject shaved his goatee, dut his hair,

obtained a new set of false documents with the pseudonym "Eng. Lorenz

VCRSEEDF, a German from Latvia.

Abwehrstelle KRAKCW decided to send Subject to another border point at

the Village of SANOK. For his cover story in SANOK he was made head of an

export firm which represented a brewery in SANOK. While Subject operated in

Rminazo, SKWARCHINSKT was the only one who suspected Subject as a possible

German agent who could compromise his net. In SANOK, however, Subject was

so well covered that even the German Administration in the town did not knov

who he actually was. In spite of his good cover, Subject spent most of his

time in KRAKM while his export firm was run by a Polish man named IRISCHEVSKI.,

who was once a captain in the Polish Army.-42RISChIVSKYwas recommended to

Subject by a(DrySEHMIDT, who was a personal friend of Lt. Col. TARBUK in

VIENNA dbd who lived in Ppland since 1934 because he was of Jewish origin and

had to flee Germany.

Security inf.:
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In addition to Subject's work f.or the Abwehrstelle in RADINNO with the

three double agents and the 25 arrested personnel of the SMARM:HSU net,

he also uncovered ' a Soviet agent ,H3THOD.7iTAWNICHI, who was a meaberof

the CU&

In the month of March ar April 1940, Mayor CHERKCWSKr told Subject that

a student of theology had comet() his office. The student, METHODI STAWNICHI,

had letters written by Archbishop SHIPTITSEC to the Pope and Cardinal TISSERAH

in Rome, to Cardinal SAPIERA in BMW and to Cardinal FARLHABER in Munich.

STAWNICHI was known to the Subject since his school days in the Greek Catholic

theological seminary in LVOV, where STAWRICHI was the head of the student

body. He was also known to Subject as a member of the OUN, in which they

worked together.

Subject asked Mayor CHEREOWSKI to tell STAWNICHI to look him up. When

STAWNICHI failed to do so, Subject went to Mayor CHERIOATSKY's office and met

his old friend there. Subject invited STAWNICHI to his office where they

talked for several hours. STAWNICHI told Subject that he came to Germany to

study theology and that before he left the Soviet zone, he visited Irchbishok

Andria SHEPTITSKY, who gave him aracket of letters which STAWNICIEL had with

him, STAWNICHI had been instructed to give the letters to Cardinal SAPIEHA

in SRAM who was supposed to send them to their final addressees. This

indicated to the Subject that SHIPTITSKY had a great deal of faith in

STAWNICHI. STANICHI told Subject that he had crossed the border near the

,
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town of VISOTSKI on the Russian side and arrived at the town of OSDRIW on

the German side of the river SAN. He further told Subject that he had dried

his clothes at a Polish farmer's place in the town of OSTR1W. Subject

immediately suspected STAWNICHI of being a Soviet agent, because the point at

thich STAWNICHI crossed was known to Subject as a point where the Soviets

sent their agents across the SAN river in a boat. During the disc-zsion,

Subject stepped out of the roam and sent his informers out to check on the

farmer's home where STAWNICHI claimed to have dried his Clothes. This

farmer's place was just a few kilometers from RADIMMO. After tommxkm two

hours, Subject's informers called him away from his discussion with STAWNICHI

and told him that STAWNICHI had arrived at the Polish farmer's place in dry

clothes and without muddy feet, which. immediately indicated to Subject that

STAWNICHI had lied and was probably a Soviet agent. During further discussion,

Subject determined that STAWNICHI had no Polish money but did have 50 American

dollars. Subject knew that the Soviets paid their ii,-;ents with American money.

When STAWNICHI asked Subject about his (STAWNICIEL8a) friends, Subject mentioned

AlexanderAITLA, who was at the time working as an informer for Subject.

STAWNICHI told Subject he would like to visit MATLA, and asked Subject to lemi

him Polish money. When Subject said he had none, STAWNICHI gave him $50

(American) which he asked Subject to exchange for Polish money. This Subject

did. Subject after completion of his talk with STAWNICHI borrowed Commissioner.

'
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MANUAIEWS car and went to YAROSLAW to warn Alexandr MOLL of STAWNICHIts
imp
impending visit and of Subject's suspicions that STAWNICHI Was a Russian agent.

Subject instructed 4ATLL to furhher question STANNICHI, then take him to KRAKOW

and put Abwehrstelle Headquarters on his trail there. STANNICII vas under

constant surveillance from this time on. He began to contact members of OUR

in KRAKOW and tried to learn about their plane. When one of ' the informers

of the Abwehretelle named Noman+2IP0IRTCH, learned that STAWkiOnI wished to

return to LVOV, STANNICHI was arrested. After his arrest, he confessed to the

:following:

1. Prom January 1940, he had been an agent of the NIGH.

2. He bad been instructed to contact Archbishop SHIPTITSKY for

the purpose of obtaining letters which SHIPTITSKI wrote to

people living abroad and to transmit these letters to his Russian

intelligence chief to be photocopied. The Russians were, at

this time, compiling information on SHIPTITSKI to prove that he

was an espionage agent for Rome and Berlin..

3. 441 the letters entrusted to STAMM: by(Archbisho*4HIPTITSKY

were turned ever to the IZGB to he photocopied.

4. In KRAKOW, he was supposed to determine whom, the OUR was sending

to LVOV for the purpose of directing underground work there.

5. For his work, he received 100 American dollars, 50 dollars of

which he had Subject exchange for Polish currency in RADIMNO.

6. BUssiane had brought him to the town of VISOTSKO in an auto-

mobile and had taken him across the river SAN in a boat.

Since STAWNICHI had operated against the Ukrainians .and not against the

Germans, Re was sentenced by the German court to only three years in prison.

SECRET
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At the end of 1943, or the beginning of 1944, he was released ffom.jail

and went to rejein his wife in the town of zoLonav where he was killed by the

WOW.

Subject stated that in addition to all of the above OE jobs that he

performed, there were several other minor, operations he ran but he does not

remember the names of the individuals nor the exact details involved. All

personnel who confessed to being Soviet agents were sent . to'German concentration

camps and those who did not admit their Soviet connections were also' tried and

sentenced.

15. Subject claims that during the year he spent in BAUM°, he was successful

in uncovering almost 50 Soviet agent/. Reasons he gave for his success were

as follows:

1. Excellently organized system of informers.

In HAULMS°, Subject had support of the local police. The entire

staff of the Mayor's office, all night watchmen, various workers,

servants in many homes, waiters in restaurants, and street

walkers were all part of his net.

3. Subject had excellent cover as inspector of the town.

3. Almost all Soviet 'agents were either Ukrainian or Polish and

Subject knew how to approach them psychologically.

4. Subject's close liaison with the German border guards.

16.	 nu IN SANOK AND ON THE EASTERN FIONTs January 1941 -. May 1942

Subject arrived in WOK in January 1941 under the pseudonym of Lorenz

VORKHEIM. Subject's major coworker was named Hom�14VITSKY. With LEVIT611709

help, Subject organized a small counter espionage net. In the SANOK area, as

early as January 1941, Subject was successful in uncovering a few unimycrtant

q.=,C7.:e.17
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Soviet agedts. The genre public bplieved that there would soon be war between

the Germans and the Russians. Lt. Col. TARBOX and Major KORAB told Subject

and his collegues that in the event of war, some of tO.em would be transferred

to the Eastern front. Subject received brief training for eastern front duty

in the following subjects:

1. Organisation of the Soviet Amy.

2. Organisation of the Intelligence sections of the Soviet Army.

3. Subject had to read many reports on the methods of the soviet

Intelligence Service as well as case histories worked up by the

Germans.

17.	 In June 1941, when the mar began, Subject together with TeroslaNLADU 

and lomOiASIXXVICH were attached to Abwehr Command 4, Abwehr troop # 4.

Subject's chief wasOaptailifillidOINCHORICR, who was from Konigebirg. Abvehr

command # 4 was attached to the 6th German Army (ADE 6). The sixth German

Amy was pushing East across the borter at TAROSLAV, RADIO°, PIRIMYSL towards

the Donbas region via TARNOPOL, ZHITOHIR, BILAZERIVA, VIINITSA, POLTJAL. A.

man named MikolOTAROVID joined the Abwehr No. 4in LWOW. He had previously

worked in RUM,' with(ColifliKUTIN. In the Autumn of 1941, Taroe1lAgiTE0

was transferred from POLTAVA. to IRIMACHOG to the Head Command of Allmbr • 4.

The job of the:AM/MR # 4 was as follows:

1. In each town that the Germans occupied, they were to collect all

the archives of the NM and the local police; study these

documents and determine what plans the enemy had.

2. On the basis of these documents, determine who of the local

population were Soviet informers, who worked with the local

police, and arrest them.

Security InfoTtria:04*
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.3. Determine who of the Russians were left behind the lines to do

espionage work, diversionist activity, or sabotake and to

arrest them.

4. Uncover and arrest all Soviet spies anti parachutists that the

Russians dropped behind the German lines.

5. Anything else that might be classified as counter—espionage

activity.

18.	 The mot-important operations that Subject, can remember are;

1. In the city of CONSTOTIMIVEk in the Doubts Region, Subject

uncofered a group of 16 Soviet diversiondsts who had, been

instructed to blow up bridges. They were captured with 20 kg

of dynamite as well as other erpidsive materials. Subject

not remember the names of any of these men.

2. In the city of ERMIA.TOROVEL, Subject uncovered a group of Soviet

agents whose chief was the Mayor of the city, a German of Russian

descent.

3. In the town of CONSTANTIHOGRAD, Subject uncovered:a group of

Soviet agents. Subject does not remember their names.

4. In the city of CONSTANTINIVEA, Subject undotered 2 Soviet radio

stations which were transmitting troop movement information to

the town of ,IZUWA., about 100 km away.

Besides these matters, there were other lees important activities which Subject

cannot remember.

19. In April 1942, Subject's commander, Capt. VITCHORICK, sent him as a courier

to KREMENCHUHA Abwehr Post. Enroute, Subject was supposed to stop at the

Resident Officer's home in VINNICHA and give him his mail. While in NINNICRA,

SECRET„
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Subject met Maj. =AB who hat just arrived from KRAKOW: KOBAB asked Subject how

he wangetting 'along at the ftont. Subject answered that he had liked it better

tion in KRAKOW. KOMAR said he would try to transfer Subject and Yarislav BLADKO

to KRAKOW. Subject continued on hip way to SELIEBNCHUEL to complete his courier

mission.

One month after Subject's return from his courier. mission to the Donbas

Region, Captain MCHORICK got a radiogram in which he was ordered to send

Subject gadk to KRAKOW.

Al the end of NAY or the beginning of June 1942. Subject arrived in KRAKOW

where he turned in his gun, and tniform and, again became a civilian member of

the Abwehrstelle 3 in KRAKOW. In KRAKOW, together with TarielavILADKI,

Subject was given the job of organising the Ukrainian counter—intelligence

office anew, which, luring the War had become disorganised. Brig-. MCRONA,

RomhBOOIROVITCH and LubomiZELADICO moved to LVOV. Tercels-AMU/UK, Bogdan

....4.4BROTI, and Volodap4dEbriaY remained in KRAKOW. Omelan4P1TLA was in YARONLAW
t

and LierfeliUMSZT in PRILINCLSL.

WORK IN THE DIVISION OP RADIO COUNTER rummissol. ABIGEBSTSITA. KRAKOW 

June 1942 — August 1944

20.	 After Subject's- transfer to KRAKOW, Major KORAB made Yaroslav ILADKO the

chief of the section and Subject was his deputy. Major KORAB gave the section

the job of finding the 'oviet ' Agent radio stations that were left behind in

Poland when the front moved about 1000 be east. KORAB had Subject learn all

Soviet ciphers and codes, and the technical aspects of radio transmission and

reception. His teacher was a(Mr RINKER, the chief raft° man in Abwehretelle,

KRAKOW. There was also another teacher whose name Subject does not remember,

and a radio engineer named HOSROSKY, who 'worked in the German firm Telefunken

Secuaiiy
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in KRAKOW. Within two months, eat' Awn 'slat was necmssary.. To carry .
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out their new assignment, they organised a network consistimi of the following

personnels

Omelen KAMA
Lev mon
Taroslay ROMA=
Vololymyr SMUT
Dr. Bohdan PROTZ
Lnbomy-PPOLADICI
Lev)SATATOR=Enna
ParoslavithIHUS
OlenteffAMITOHA
BogymillIOSIGLA.
OhristisslOTCHMOLL
OftbstanttWpCHOPSKP

.There were other minor hellpers, the names Of which Subject dm not remember.
The section's monthly budget was 220,000 Polieh .sloty or about 120,000 Deutiche
Harks. All of the personnel were well paid and therefore not subject to being

bought by the enemy. Some of the, above individuals had their own sources of

income.

21. In KRAKOW, Subject and RLADKO had at their disposal twenty apartments with

telephones for use as safe houses. There were only three people was remained in

the offfee constantly, Subject, Tatosisv HLADKO, and the Secretary Olena

PARENITCHA. The first Soviet agent that 141 into their bands was Pkg. Radio
r. T. ,

Constructor peIrt,DATSKO. DATSKO cams from the town of HUTOHAOR in the Iastern

Ukraine. He worked,in a radio firm in WARSAW until 1939. During the Polish,

German war, he went to BUTCHACHA where he was met by the Russians. Be was

arrested together with others of the intelligsncia and taken to KAZAKSTAN in

Asia as slave labor. In 1941, the .HIVD began a recruitment drive among these

laborers to bet personnel to send to Poland. DATSKO was recruited to be a

radio man. He received instruction in W/T in the village of 00PA and later in

SecuriCy
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MOSCOW. In June 1942, the Soviets parachuted him into Poland with radio tqAmsratus.

His orders were as follows:

1. Search out the 6oviet intelligence officer in MEOW, Stepan

VLODCY. =DOT was &Bulgarian national and secretary of the

Bulgarian agricultural department.

2. Send the information given him .by BLOM about the movements of

the German Army in the east.

4. Gather information himself on the military targets and transmit

them to MOSCOW.

DANKO met with an informir - working for Taroslav ELMO (faroslav ROKLSOK,

Subject thinks) and asked him to get DATSBO a contact with the German Army.

DAT= told the informer that he vas a Soviet agent, that he did not want to

work for them and wanted to explain this to the Germans. He said that he did 	 !

not want to work for them because of the war they had same him suffer while he

was in the slave labor camp and because some of his relatives &lei there

from rough treatment. He claimed that his only reason for agreeing to become

a Soviet agent was to get to Poland. In a month, with the help of DASD,

Subject was able to effect the arreet of the Soviet Resident officer SWIM 
A Is

XVLODAV. VLODAV confessed that he was a member of the Comintern, had been atight

intelligence work in MOSCOW and upon instructions from Col. SWIM in MOSCOW,

had worked at first as a Soviet Agent in Switzerland and later in Paris. At the

end of 1938, he came to Mend to organise an intelligence net for tee SLviets.

'then the war started, ha lost, contact with MOSCOW. He revealed all information

about his cipher system. Sul:levant to giving this information, SIAM was

sent to prison. DATSX0 in the meantime arreed to work with the Germans. Maio!

KOBAB decided to use this set-up by making Subject the resident officer of the

$94OC:y
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Soviet network in KRAKOW. Subject's job was as follows: 4

1. Receive %viet couriers arriving from Moscow as if he ware

VIODOV:

2. Send information to MOSCOW on the movements of the German army

at prepared by the German General Staff via Petro DATSIO's

wit set.

Petro DATSED sent a message to MOSCOW telling them that he had made contact

with STOTAN VIOMOV. After a few days, the Germans, using the cipher codes

obtained from SWOT, sent a series of fabricated messages to MOSCOW via

DILTIKKO's radio link. SRMYNOV in MOSCOW was satisfied that his radio link was

free from conrol.- During the months of July, August, and September 1942,

DATSKO sent messages from Subject in role of Stoyan VLODAV. In September.1942,

Major OMAR ordered i message to MOSCOW which said that Peter DANKO Was

overworked and wauld have to have an assistant from MOSCOW. In a few days an

answer came from MOSCOW requesting an address in KRAKOW where the new operator

could report, and a set of recognition sigmale to be used by DATSKO and the

new operator. Subject's office gave MATSKO the address of Anus. BINDS, who was

Characterised at an informer of Stoyan MOAN.. In about a month a message came

from MOSCOW giving the date on which the new radio operator weld arrive at thlo

given address.

22.	 The new operator_ reported on the given date to Anna BIHUS. After tendering

the proper recognition signals, the new operator was satisfied that she had

reported to the proper party. This operator brought with her an American

agent set (T3NSOR) manufactured by the Soviets and $2,000 (American dollars)

for operational needs. The money was wrapped around a flashlig#t battery and

dieguieed as part of the battery. The agent-set came in two parts, one part was

Security tnfc,:o.ra::en
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the transmitter and receiver, the other the power supply.. 4oth parts were

small enough to be carried on one's person. The new operator was named Inns

KOHINSKA (pseudonym) .She was an 18 year old girl, the daughter of a school

teacher, from the area of BILO STOK. Her father was Polish and her mother

'hasten. Her father was communist and, when the Germans occupied HILO STOX, he

escaped to the Russians. The Russians sent him to Siberia to a labor camp,

lune/MIN= Worked in a Soviet factory Where she was recruited as' an agent

radio operatcr and was sent to school in °au. Her schooling took about

six months. In addition to her radio training, she vent through a parachute•

school. she was dropped near LUBLIN, where there were Soviet partisans. The

partisans took her. to KBAXOW. About twit hours after her arrival, Subject net

her at the apartment of Anna BINS and introduced himself as Stoyan YMODAY.

SubjeCt spent several hours with the new girl and did everything to gain her

confidence — whisker, etc. Subject had spent a long time learning the history

and personal habits of both SWIM and VLOBOT and at this time asked the new .

" operator many questions regarding the personal characteristics of SIMITONOV.

Subject especially mentioned the pipe that SBRIYONOIr constantly smoked. -On

the following day the new operator, thoroughly convinced she was in the

proper hands, wanted to send a message .to MOSCOW telling of her. ,safe arrival.

, "abject delayed her arrival message in order to learn all the details pertaining.

to her cipher system. In two weeks Subject was able to get all the necessary

information about her dodos. Subject's informer, Anna BIHOS, who lived con-

stantly with the new operator Inns., had found out where her cipher codes were

hidden. After learning all about her codes, subject let her send her safe—

arrival mesAage. This message was' received also by Subject's control station

to check whether Inna was really convinced. .or 6 months Inna Bent MOSCOW

• -Security Informtlkin
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controlled messages which arrived at Subject's Office ffom the Command Staff

of the German Army. On or about February 1942, a message came from MOSCOW

ordering yLomov (who was than the Subject) to go to Germany tO the town of

SOSHOVITZ to an addrese leach Subject could not remember to determine whether

a Polish Worker MICHEAL, last name Subject could not memember, and his girl-

' friend Maria etiLI lived at the given address. Subject went to SOSIOVITZ

and found the& the persons concerned did live at the given address and.Inna

• sent a message to MOSCOW attesting to the fact. After a few days Subject

' get a message from MOSCOW composed with a new cipher system with orders to

• pass the message to Michael and Maria in SOSNOVITZ. =RAH, =DKr, and

Subject decided that, there must be an agent Radio Station in SOSNOVITZ which

'; for some reason was not operating. In a few days Subject took the message

to:SOSNOVITZ. He had been given the recognition signal /i come from Uncle

Semen and he asked me to give yougreetinge"; the . answer was supposed to bE

"Hew is Walter getting along?" Subject met and was recognised by Maria,

gave her the message, and asked for an immediate answer. Maria was dfraid

• to decipher the message in the ppartment, so she and 'Subject went out to a

field where she deciphered it. In this' message Col. SIMYSEOT asked why he

had not heard from them in the last 6 months and requested a ciphered message

in response. After Maria deciphered the message she tore it into little pieces

and asked Subject for a match' to burn the pieces. Subject pretended he did

. not have any and suggested that she bury the peices in the sand. After this,

Subject took her home and told her he would return in a week to get an answer

for MOSCOW. In the evening after 2000 hre, the police Curfew hour, Subject

dug up the message' and took ti to tBAXOW. In KRAKOW the new cipher system

was broken.
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During his conversation with Maria, Subject learned that 6 months prior,

Maria ani Micheal had been parachuted into the area of SOSNOVITZ with two

agent sets and had been instructed to send information on the movements of the

German Army. After they landed they buried one set in the woods and brought.

the other to SOSNOWITS. Since they were Poles, the Germans had cut the eleme

triciti to their apartment tad they were unable to operate.

After a week Subject met Micheal Who gave him a message for MOSCOW and

repeated Maria l s story. Since Micheal could not operate, he gave Subject

all the information 0040 An his own handwriting that he had compiled for the

last 6 months for transmission to MOSCOW via Subject's radio link. Subject

returned to $0 KRAKOW, broke Michaels message, and sent it to MOSCOW via the

Inna radio link. In a few days a message came from MOSCOW saying that Subject

would soon get a battery operated Radio wh Oh he Was to deliver to Micheal

and Maria. Subject went to SOSNOWITZ, gave this information to Micheal and

Maria, and at the same time established closer relationships with them.

After a month, subject was able to learn of 10 members of the net run by Micheal

in • SOSNOWITZ. Before the new battery apparatus arrived, all of the personnel

in SOSNOWITZ net were arrested and shot.

23.	 Subject knew that KORAB had uncovered another Soviet . Agent set in RIASHIV.

The operator of this station was a Belorussian from Poland who had fallen

into the hands of the Russians when they moved into Poland in 1939. This

station had operated for 3 months before it was uncovered. Subject does not •

remember the operator's name, but states that he knew that when the operator

was captured, he revealed all of his cipher codes and his signal plan. The

AbWerstelle had not attempted to double this man because he was a drunkard and

.a black market operator. However, the Abwahrstelle did not arrest him, but

Security Infoirnatimq
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assignea a junior officer to operate the siaticn and pass controlled messages

to MOSCOW. After a time this station was transferred from RUNUP to'NEIXOW

and MOSCOW was so notified. This made three controlled stations in KRAKOW; .

the station of Petro DATSTO,and Inns, between which Subject maintained liaison,

and the former RIASNii station. Subject could not remember the name of the .

officer operating the /LAMY' station. Although 4ubject knew at all three

controlled stations, MOSCOW knew only that 2 stations had liaison so they used

the third to chekk on the other two and vice versa. The Russians used the

three stations to Cheek on one another especially when one of the stations

reported an incident in MAIM. Ovbiously since all three

CONTENDED ON NEXT PAGE' 	
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stations wereUere controlled, the ibmehrstelle was able to satisfy all of meows

doubts.

(12u or about May 1943 NW. KORAB decided to arrest and liquidate TWA

because he figured that she had worked long enough. Subject and KORAB agreed

that lgRA would be arrested in a movie house. This plan was decided upon be-

cause the Germans were known to raid movie houses to collect workers for labor

units in Germany and it was essential to the Abwehrstelle that DERA have no

suspicions regarding her arrest. In a few days the plan was activated.

Several movie houses were raided in KRAKOW and INRA along with ANNA BMUS,

who had helped engineer the trap, were arrested. Subject, through PETRO

DITSSO's radio set notified MOSCOW of lggA l s arrest. In a few days the former

RIASBIV station got a. message from MOSCOW requesting a check on the KRAKOW

movie house arrests. The answer was obviously a back-up for the arrests. For

the next few weeks Subject sent all his messages to MOSCOW through the station

of Petro DATSKO. A few days later, upon orders of KORAB, Subject sent a mes-

sage to MOSCOW requesting a radio operator who was a German and who would have

all the necessary documents to live in Germany legally. KORAB wanted to see

what type of German they sent and wanted to have first hand information on the

Soviet's capacity for making false documents.

24. In August or September 1943 a message came through the station of Petro

DATSKO alerting the AbwehrsteLle to meet a new radio operator of German descent

in KRAKCM. The date of her arrival was given and she was to appear at a

building called SUMMITS in KRAKOW. This operator arrived and was met after

the exchange of proper recognition signals. She brought about 250 American

Dollars with her as well as radio parts, an agent radio set, and three sealed mcrAk'

packs which, it was later found, contained money for other operators. The
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radio parts were supposed to be for agent radio sets at locations she did

not know. The new operator was named ERNA. She was about 32 years old and

subject believed that she was of Czechoslovakian decent. (She was a hard-

shelled Communist and very secretive. She brought . her own cipher which she

used for technical purposes such as requests for parts, supplies, money,

etc., and which it was impossible for Subject to break prior to 1 month

after her arrival. The key to her CIPHER system was written on a small card

and was hidden in an inside corner of her agent radio. ERNA was prevented

from . sending anything until her cipher had been broken. ERNA, was a difficult

Person to get information from, however, the Abmehr finally won her complete

confidence and learned all she knew. When she was arrested, under a prepared.

arrest comparable to that of MA's, she did not reveal the names of any of

the. Subject's Abwehretelle colleagues to her Abwehrstelle interrogators.. •

NNA and ERNA were permitted to have their radios oniy. during the periods

when they needed them to transmit or receive messages. Subject took their

equipment away as soon as contact was completed. Each message sent by any of

the operator's was intercepted and broken by a central. station in the vicinity

of KRAKOW. DuriLg the entire time that INNA and ERNA were under control of

the Abwehrstelle they were under the supervision of one of the women informers

of Subject's office.

One of the Moscow messages requested the KRAKOW controlled Russian agents

to find three places in the KRAKOW area for use as Dead Drops. Subject faTned

these dead drops and sent complete information to MOSCOW on exactly where they

were and how they could be wed. Subject picked these dead drops in a. spot

that could be observed without the observers being noticed by the person ser-

vicing the drop. In about a week a message came from MOSCOW ordering Subject

SS'
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to place one of the small metal booms and some radio parts,which ERNA brought,

into one of the dead drops. Subject did this; at the same time 12 lbwahrstelle

man stationed themselves at vantage points and watched for the Dead Drop

servicer. Three days later at 0700 hours a man approached the Drop and re-

moved the material. He was surveilled and followed to the town of RADOM

In RADOM he was further surveilled and led his survaillers to another agent

radio station. The operator was arrested and double,. Subject had no more

information on this operation.

25. Ob or about May 1944, Major KORAB ordered a message sent to NONCOW

asking for money to continue work in KRAKOW. In a few days an answer cams

stating it was not possible at that time to sand a courier to KRAKOW and

asked that the KRAKOW station send a courier to the town of BERES& EARTH'S/a,

not far from WARSAW, to a partisan, Major INV, who would give them money.

	

Major KORAB made an agreement with the Abwehrstelle in Bum STOK which	 1,
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sent a Polish courier to the KRAKOW unit. KORAB sent the Pole to(ajotoLDOV

LOIN received him cordially, wined and dined him for three days and gave him

about 5000 marks which the Pole, whose name Subject could not remember,

brought to KRAKOW. The Pole gave a complete report on the strength of the

Soviet Partisan unit, its disposition, arias, and plans. ERN/worked as an

unwitting double for about 8 months. In June 1944 MAJOR KORAB decided it

was time to liquidate her. An arrangement was made to arrest her while she

was sending a message to MOSCOW. During a 4 a.m. contact at which Subject

was present, the German police arrested them both. The police took Subject and

ERNA to Gestapo Headquarters, where Subject was released. During her inter-

rogation ERNA admitted that the Soviets had sent her to KRAKOW as a Radio

operator but said nothing that might incriminate Subject. In a few days

PETRO DATSKO notified MOSCOW via his radio link that ERNA had been wrested
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an the street because she was suspected of being a Jew. Subject still acting

as STOTAIIII4D0 also asked in this message that they send another radio oper-

ator. Whether or not a new operator was sent Subject does not know because

in August 1944 the entire Abwehrstelle was taken over by the Gestapo. This

happened inteediately after the attack on Hitler in July, at which time Himler

decided to have all the Abwehrstellesaaced under the SS and the Gestapo.

Subject was later informed bu r lUUUNFLEV ELMO that the Gestapo worked with

PETRO DATSKO and with the Radio operator framRIASHIV and continued the con-

trolled W/T contacts with NOISCOW. Subject has no further knowledge of these

operations. Subject added that the Abvehrstelle had been sending false mes-

sages to MOSCOW for two years over these controlled radio links and that

MOSCOW thought they were clean.

26. Subject stated that the greatest mdstake made by the Russians was

recruiting agents from groups that had-been subjeoted to the cruelty of Rus-

sian slave labor camps. These recruits were not Russian fanatics and there-

fore easy to double. Another weakness was the Russians' failure to brief

their agents properly on the dangers they might encounter in Garment:. The

Soviet Intelligence officers had a very simple approach and knew nothing of

the circumstances of life beyond the borders of the USSR.

27. In the first days of August 1944, Major KORAB was recalled to

Berlin where he was interrogated to determine if he had any ties with ADMIRAL

CANARTS. KORAB said that he had a service contact with him but that there

were no personal ties between them. When KORAB returned to KRAKOW he was re-

lieved as Chief of the KRAKOW Abwehrstelle post and replaced by an SS officer,

whose name dubject does not remember.. KORAB was allowed to open his own

office of informers and passed the results of his work to the Gestapo in

SECRET
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KRAKOW. The Gestapo sent to Subject's office new questionnaires which

quired workers who wanted to remain on duty to sign a new oath of allegiance

and oath of secrecy. The entire office wanted to refuse work with the Gestapo

but KORAB advised the members not to do this since the Gestapo would consider

it an act of sabotage. Subject together with mom:at AADKO and LEP •

EAYATCR quit the KRAKOW radio office and attaphed himself to the private

Office of KORB. YAROSLO HLADID and all personnel previously listed above

remained with the Gestapo. This arrangement lasted only four months because

on 17 January 1945 KORAB's entire office as vell.as the office Of-Yaroslav

ALAMO, who remained as chief of the Ukrainian unit under the Gestapo, had

to leave for PRAGUE because the Soviet Army was approaching %RAM

It. Col. TARBOX, who had returned from the eastern front, was the chief

of the Abwehr service in Prague under the guiding hand of the Gestapo. KORAB

and Subject affiliated themselves with TARBUK and worked for him as private

informers. StibjeCt could not do anything on this job because the territory

and people were foreign to him and he left at the beginning of April for

Austria to getarray from the Russians who were approaching Prague at the time.

Subject met the chief of the_German sp, WaltefrZINECKE and Willie.

,OADEMADHER through KORAB. These people helped Subject to get from Prague to

the town of RAURIS in the KREIS of ZELL AM SEE in Austria. Major KORAB went

to MARIAN BAD and from there to Linn, Austria. Subject had ED more contact

with KORAB after this. Subject travelled with the following people from

PRAGUE to RAMIS.

1. (Diq TUR4IERITCH

. 2. (D4 LEONIACISSENS

3. PETROtASHUK

4. Subject's wife

SECRET
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The Convoy leaving Prague also contained a larger group of Czechs under

(DR).*.ANU-V1CH and people from the V1assov Army whom Subject did not know.

After two weeks in RAURIS, the Americans arrived. Subject remained in RAMIS

until September 1945 at the home of a farmer tamed AntdObWEIGER. In Sep-,

tember 1945 Subject went to Salzburg and there net hia_old friend from LWOW,

(DR) VOLCDYM1ffriiLI1TA, who was organizing a Ukrainian Gymnasium in Salzburg;

he gave Subject a job as a teacher in the school.

SUBJECT'S INTELLIGENCE SCHOOLING

28. Subject's intelligence training began when at the age of 18 he be-

came &member of the OUN in 1928. The OUN was then an underground organiza-

tion and each of its members had to know underground working methods. The

slightest slip could have blown himself and members of his organization. The

OUR placed great importance on underground methads,of operation. All under-

ground newspapers such as SURMA, ROZBUDOVA NkTZII, TINATSTMcontained articles

written on methods of Conducting secure underground operations. The f011ov-

ing aubject matter appeared in these paperer,

1. Basis of Conspiracy

2. Action in the event of arrest

3. Report Writing

4- Surveillance

5. Clandestine meetings

6.- Hiding underground literature, guns, etc.

The subject learned more detailed methods of clandestine work in 1934, when

he became an instructor of the youth of OUN.

Subject's instructors in 1934 were:
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1. OSIP RUMAT, a member of the OUN, former Polish officer, later

Chief of Staff of the UPI and General of UPA, died in January 1946

in a prison in Prague, arrested while trying to cross the border to

Germany. He killed himself in prison to avoid interrogation.

2. ODELL ROSEN, member of OUN, former Polish officer, later Col. of

UPA and Chief of Staff in UPA, was killed in about 1950 in Ukraine.

3. marofrane, member of NO and OUN, former Polish officer, now a

teacher of Geography in Canada.

4. DIMITRO Nam, member of the executive of OUN, former Polish officer,

died in 1941 in KIN - shot on the street by Gestapo.

5. OSTALSCHAK, member of OUN now in Canada.

The program of instruction was the same as above but much more detailed.,

During training, they used underground literature as well as books available

on the Polish Army and Police methods. AuAihors of these books are not re-

membered by the Subject. According to Subject, the book most used was one

written by the Polish Police Commissioner FEDUNINITCH. Subject's training

in OUN lasted about 6 months. Students were given practical problems on the

streets of LWOW and'occasionally in the woods between LWOW and HRUKOVITCH on

clandestine meetings, dead drops, etc.

Subject remembers the
I 

following people who took the course with hind
' Arru,,ot.i.,,,

1. DAMIANNERDUBA

2. ALEXANDETLA

ARAA{UTZALUK3. T

4- VOLODYMIADK

• 5. VASY7r)5ANOTCHKO

• 6. BORDIKLEVITSKI

7. VUIADYM14MITSKY

SECRET
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Subject does not remember any other names. The entire training was termed

by Subject as counter-espionage. Subject also knew that the OON had a school

to teach personnel in agent infiltration methods. HO knows of the following

personnel, most of Whom had previous military training, who performed this

type of work:

1. BOMAN PIDHAINY

2. DfTLOAERGALO

3,	 BOLVAillATsuviug

4. tracadrissm
5. osrAtauxerim
6. PETR0443133WIG

During Subject's work with the Abwehrste/le he learned the following

counter-espionage Endojectes

Organization of the Soviet Agent nets, .

2. Organizativin of REVD and MB,'

31. Organisation of the Soviet border units,

4. Working methods of Soviet agent nets,

5. Cover stories used by Soviet agents,

6. Methods used by the Russians . * sending messages to the PSBR,

7. Methods of recruiting agents used by Soviets -
a. Agents with Political Motivation
b. Agents for money
c. Agents under durees
d. Agents (unwitting)

8, Passing of information by radio link

9. Russian cipher and code systems,

10. Schooling received by Russian Agents.

%CUT
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These courses were made up on the basis of material worked up by Eng.

WRETGROBA TAROSLEV MATZO, TANNIC, andEORAB and on the basis of material

captured by the Germans when they took Warsaw. Occasionally Subject studied

Soviet books but considered "em as worthless.

Radio training was given Subject by the head of the radio trainipg.secr__,

tion of the KRAKOW Abwehrstelle nameiTSHMKE/iiterman non-commiesioned offi-
,.	 -	 -

cer, name unknown and Rmiio0aginee 	 HOWSKY. Subject learned:most . of his

radio by practical work. Subject never had any formal classroom schooling,

all of the above instruction was on a piece meal basis, which he picked up

reading newspapers, case histories, and through practical experience.

29. When Subject arrived in Salzburg in September 1945 he had no inten-

tion of working with the Ukrainians for the following reasons:

1. Subject worked in the Abwehrstelle KRAKOW and this was known to

some Ukrainians and Subject did not want this to come to light. 4

2. Subject feared that the Americans would send him back to the

Russians as a collaborator.

For these reasons Subject spent six months doing nothing other than teaching

ocbool completely apart from all Ukrainian Political entanglements.

In about the middle of Parch 1946 a friend of Subject,(br YURAERITCH,

arrived in Salzburg from Innsbruck and asked Subject to work with the ABR.

Subject refused for the above reasons. GERICH said that sooner or later the

Western Allies would clash with the Russians and that Subject should have no

reason for worry.. Subject was convinced and agreed to work with A. GERICK

made Subject a representative of Ai in the area of Salzburg and Austria.

His job was to male contact with all nationalities whose territories were

occupied by the Russians. Subject recruited a Ukrainian named(En4A1LO,

SECRET
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and in Htmgarianrofessuly0071COSH, a Belo-Rnssien whose name Subject

does not remember, an Austrian, 117ANelLA.,.who worked with the Abwehrstelle

during the war, and several other persona.
(

Since thegiBN worked Veri  closely with4G4/0T. DR. GERI?Ei gave Dubject

a contact to the Chief ZCWOUN in Salziurg, 	 Subject's_ _	 _
school friend. After contact with EORNELU1K, Subject met all the members of

Z0H/OUN in Austria.

30. The best work done by Subject was with the Hungarian Professor

HIKOSH, who had contact through couriers to BUDAPEST ' and through him it -was

possible for the EBB to solid propaganda leaflets to BUDAPEST.

On or about August 1946, MIKOSH asked Subject if he would want to talk

with an American who was interested in work of the A. Subject agreed and

In a few days he . met .with an American in the company of KIBOSH. Subject

called this man "Uncle Tom". .Subject noted that he thought he was of

Hungarian decent since he spoke perfect Hiangarian with	 H. Subject lave

the American officer all the information he wanted about the ABN and all the

Ebglish-language literature ABN had. "Uncle Tom"wanted to meet with Sedectla

Chief, Dr. YURI GERICH. After a few weeks this meeting was arranged. "Uncle

Tom" said that the Americana could not work with the ABS at present, but that

they wanted to stay informed on the work ABB was doing. During Subject's

third meeting with "Uncle Tom" he proposed that Subject meet with another

American who was concerned with Ukrainian problems. This new American pre-

sented himself asahlIOVAX. Subject thought he was probably of 'Austrian

decent because he spoke perfect German. He asked about Subject's background

and Subject told him he had worked in the Abwehrstelle. He was interested in

the Ukrainian problem and asked if Subject knew anyone in ZCH/OUN, Zrumwn or
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